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Company comments 

 

Costain Group (COST, 77p, £211m mkt cap)  

UK construction and infrastructure services group. AGM trading update. Trading: Overall activity levels have 

increased since the beginning of the lockdown and have now stabilised. On-site activities in London were 

more significantly impacted in order to ensure safe working conditions and travel, and current activity levels 

on these sites have stabilised and improved over the course of the second quarter. The overall level of 

activity in Q2 has been broadly as anticipated at the commencement of the lockdown and where necessary 

the group is working with clients to change resource levels and programmes. Contracts: On the A465 and 

Huntingdon and Peterborough contracts, discussions continue in seeking to resolve the commercial position 

including escalation through the use of the contractual dispute resolution process, where necessary. 

Outlook: “We are already seeing the benefit from our strengthened balance sheet with several new contract 

wins and framework awards. The impact of Covid-19 remains uncertain, however, Costain is well positioned 

to successfully navigate through the current environment and capitalise on the significant opportunities that 

the UK infrastructure market offers. We remain confident in the positive forward outlook for the business”. 

Finances: The Group has a net cash balance of £110m, following £100m capital raise on 29 May, comprising 

£96m of cash, £80m share of cash in joint operations and £66m of drawn debt.  In addition, the group has 

£121m of additional undrawn committed bank debt facilities available with a maturity date recently 

extended to September 2023. HY (June) results due as scheduled on 19 August. 



 

 

SIG (SHI, 34p, £198m)  

Supplier of energy efficiency and specialist building materials to trade customers across Europe. Proposed 

capital raise of £165m and amended debt facilities “from which it can implement its new strategy, and to 

avoid an event of default under the amended debt facilities agreements”.  As part of the raise, CD&R, a 

leading global investment manager, has agreed to invest up to £94m, with a guaranteed minimum 

investment of £80m. The raise is to be structured through two inter-conditional tranches: i, £60m being 

placed firm to CD&R at 25p per new share; and ii, £105m offered through a fully underwritten firm placing 

(c. £60m) and placing & open offer (c. £44m), both at 30p per new share. CD&R will hold c. 25% of the 

enlarged share capital. IKO Enterprises, currently the company's largest shareholder (14.8% of existing 

capital), has confirmed that it is fully supportive and has undertaken to take up its full allocation. The net 

proceeds will be c.£140m, reflecting fees and the amendment of the debt facilities and lender fees. The  

proceeds will be used to: improve liquidity; provide further resilience against the effects of Covid-19; deliver 

the company's new strategy; repay c.£48m of outstanding principal of the group's notes; and fund the 

unwind of various forms of government relief made available to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 

pandemic. The capital raise is conditional upon, among other things, the approval of SIG's shareholders at a 

general meeting on 9 July 2020.  Covenants: No leverage or interest cover covenants until March 2022, then 

starting at <5.5x leverage and > 1.25x interest cover in March 2022 and then adjusting to investment grade 

covenant levels by March 2023 (<3x leverage5 and >3x interest cover). Previous covenants were <3x 

leverage and >3x interest cover. Minimum net worth, maximum net debt and minimum liquidity covenants 

to apply throughout. Failure by the company to receive at least £125m (gross) from the capital raise by 29 

July would constitute an ‘Equity Failure Event’. Finances: As at 11 June the group had cash resources of 

£182m, compared to £155m as at 30 April 2020, and net debt (pre-IFRS 16) of £85m, compared to £114m as 

at 30 April 2020. The group expects that some of this positive cashflow will unwind over the remainder of 

2020 as governmental support decreases and certain cash payment deferrals, including VAT and other taxes, 

are resolved. “As the group returns to growth [it] will also require more working capital”. Current trading: 

“Underlying revenue for May showed a steady recovery from its low point in April 2020. Although this 

remained below the underlying revenue achieved in March 2020, daily sales at the end of May were largely 

in line with March levels [lockdown announced on 23 March]. Although the improvement in trading 

performance is encouraging, this has been influenced by a range of factors, including re-stocking by 

customers, and it is unclear, given the relatively short period of trading post-lockdown, whether this 

performance will be maintained going forwards. Profitability has also improved materially during May 2020, 

with operating losses in the UK materially lower than management estimates at the start of the lockdown 

and the rest of the group trading profitably before central costs. Outlook: “The improvement in performance 

seen during May is encouraging and ahead of management expectations at the time of the commencement 

of the lockdown. However, there remains material uncertainty around the sustainability of this performance 

and trading conditions throughout the rest of 2020, particularly in respect of Covid-19”. Dividends: The 

group does not intend to pay a dividend for 2020 and will limit the 2021 interim dividend to £3.0m. 

 

Warehouse REIT (WHR, 112p, £268m)  

results of firm placing announced yesterday. In light of the strong demand received, the board has increased 

the size of the Firm Placing from up to £75m to c. £100m, at 110p per share, a 0.5% premium to the previous 

close. The company is also seeking to raise up to a further £100m in a placing, open offer, offer for 

subscription and intermediaries offer. The cash will help fund its £350m acquisition pipeline. 



 

In other news … 

 

Estate agents in Scotland can officially reopen from 29 June, the Scottish Government announced yesterday, 

Property Industry Eye (link). First Minister Nicola Sturgeon said that the country could start moving to Phase 

2 as part of the Governments lockdown easing plan. This includes relaxing restrictions on house moves. 

Rightmove data showed new listings have dropped by more than 90% in Scotland since its housing market 

closed. 

 

Mortgage curbs, highlighted by Nationwide’s trebling this week of minimum deposits to 15% for first time 

buyers, are expected to last until autumn, according to the FT (link, paywall). 

 

Grenfell aftermath. Less than 1% of the funds set aside to fix flammable cladding on private apartment 

blocks in England has been disbursed, leaving thousands in unsellable flats more than three years after the 

deadly Grenfell Tower fire, according to the public spending watchdog, FT (link, paywall).  

 

Office rents. Flexible workspace operator BE Offices has said it will only sign turnover-based leases in future 

and has urged landlords to move towards more flexible lease terms for the sector in the wake of the Covid-

19 pandemic, Property Week (link, paywall). Viewpoint: An innovative approach; one thing’s sure, the ‘can’t 

pay, won’t pay’ standoff among commercial – especially retail – tenants means something has to give. 
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